Ms. Colavecchi’s class celebrated Tale of Despereaux Day on Friday February 7th. She wanted to buy costumes for everyone celebrating. Mouse costumes are sold with 3 costumes in 1 pack. Princess costumes are sold with 2 costumes in 1 pack. King costumes are sold with 5 costumes in 1 pack. She celebrated at 12:34 pm. Lunch cost $45 on Friday too. The temperature is 32 degrees Fahrenheit. Mr. Lutz is the coolest. Cross out any extraneous information that does not fit with the question.

Mouse costumes cost $9 per pack. Princess costumes cost $16 per pack. King costumes cost $20.

Pretend Ms. Colavecchi has 20 students in her class. If she has $100, what are 3 different ways she could buy costumes for the class? If she has any leftover money how much leftover money does she have?